The Z-band in vertebrate striated muscles, mainly comprising actin filaments, ␣-actinin, and titin, serves to organise the antiparallel actin filament arrays in adjacent sarcomeres and to transmit tension between sarcomeres during activation. Different Z-band thicknesses, formed from different numbers of zigzag crosslinking layers and found in different fibre types, are thought to be associated with the number of repetitive N-terminal sequence domains of titin. In order to understand myofibril formation it is necessary to correlate the ultrastructures and sequences of the actin filaments, titin, and ␣-actinin in characteristic Z-bands. Here electron micrographs of the intermediate width, basketweave Z-band of plaice fin muscle have been subject to a novel 3D reconstruction process. The reconstruction shows that antiparallel actin filaments overlap in the Z-band by about 22-25 nm. There are three levels of Z-links (probably ␣-actinin) in which at each level two nearly diametrically opposed links join an actin filament to two of its antiparallel neighbours. One set of links is centrally located in the Z-band and there are flanking levels orthogonal to this. A 3D model of the observed structure shows how Z-bands of different widths may be formed and it provides insights into the structural arrangements of titin and ␣-actinin in the Z-band. The model shows that the two observed symmetries in different Z-bands, c2 and p12 1 , may be attributed respectively to whether the number of Z-link levels is odd or even.
INTRODUCTION
During muscular contraction, the cyclic interaction of myosin crossbridges with actin filaments generates tension in the myosin and actin filaments in each sarcomere. Successive sarcomeres along a myofibril are demarcated by the dense Z-band or Z-disc (reviewed in Vigoreaux, 1994) . Whereas the sarcomere fully encloses the centrally located bipolar myosin filaments, defining the A-band, the polar actin filaments interdigitate with the myosin filaments in the A-band, run along the I-band, and terminate in the Z-band. Far from being a mere boundary marker for the sarcomere, the vertebrate Z-band is an ingenious assembly that enmeshes a tetragonal network over the actin filament ends from two adjacent sarcomeres. Thus the tension generated in a sarcomere is transmitted by the Z-band along the myofibril to the end of the muscle. Z-band complexity varies with fibre and muscle type, presumably adapted to the mechanical properties of the muscle. Indeed common distinguishing features of slow and fast fibres are their respective wide and narrow Z-bands (Rowe, 1973) . The fast white muscle that forms the bulk of a fish has a narrow ''simple'' Z-band that resembles a single zigzag line connecting the ends of the opposing actin filaments from the adjacent sarcomeres (Franzini-Armstrong, 1973; Luther, 1991) . The wide Z-bands in slow muscles comprise three to four zigzag lines stacked axially with a spacing that is commonly assumed to be about 38 nm (Rowe, 1973) , i.e., the crossover length of the actin filament dual helical strands. The Z-band in the fast fin muscle in the flatfish plaice studied here comprises a single zigzag line but compared to the simple Z-band it has intermediate width and additional distinct features. 3D analysis reveals the actual Z-links connecting the oppositely oriented actin filaments in the Z-band. The Z-links are probably composed of ␣-actinin (Chowrashi and Pepe, 1982; Yamaguchi et al., 1983) , a rod-shaped bipolar dimer that has actin-binding domains at each end (reviewed by Blanchard et al., 1989) . 3D analysis also reveals the number of Z-link layers within Z-bands: to date two layers have been identified in the simple Z-band (Luther, 1991) ; here it is shown that the plaice fin Z-band comprises three layers.
The actin filaments from two adjacent sarcomeres enter each face of the Z-band on a square lattice and overlap across the width of the Z-band (Yamaguchi et al., 1983) . The lattice on one face is mutually offset relative to the other face such that an actin filament from one sarcomere occurs at the midpoint of the square formed by four opposite polarity actin filaments from the adjacent sarcomere. In transverse sections the Z-band has two distinct appearances that are referred to as the small-square lattice form and the basketweave form. Since both forms sometimes occur within a single sarcomere, it is possible that they are two appearances of a common structure (Goldstein et al., 1988; . The Z-band in relaxed plaice fin muscle, under study here, has the basketweave form (Luther, 1995) .
For ordered biological samples, the symmetry of the sample is an important single attribute. It was shown previously that the symmetry of the narrow simple Z-band is p12 1 (Luther, 1991 ; symmetry nomenclature for thin two-sided crystals introduced by Amos et al., 1982) . The symmetry of the plaice fin muscle Z-band under study here was shown to be c12 (Luther, 1995) . An added benefit of the current 3D reconstruction is that it reveals for the first time the basis for this difference. The p12 1 symmetry occurs if the number of Z-link levels (defined later) in the Z-band is even and the c12 form occurs when there is an odd total. It is proposed that these are the only symmetries that normal Z-bands can have.
In recent years there have been exciting discoveries on the sequence and secondary structure of the different proteins in the Z-band and the interactions between them (Gautel et al., 1996; Young et al., 1998; Gregorio et al., 1999) . These proteins include ␣-actinin and titin (also called connectin). Titin is a giant elastic protein of MW up to 3 MDa that spans half sarcomeres from the M-band to the Z-band (see reviews by Trinick, 1996; Maruyama, 1997) . Titin may serve as the template for the assembly of the sarcomere, including the Z-band (reviewed by Gregorio et al., 1999) . Although the sequence of titin in fish is not known as yet, the Z-band patterns in fish fibres are similar to those found in other vertebrates. The N-terminal region of titin occurs within the Z-band, and Gautel et al. (1996) have shown that the region has a repeating pattern of 45 residues (Z-repeats) that occurs four to seven times depending on the muscle and fibre type. Young et al. (1998) have proposed that ␣-actinin, in addition to crosslinking antiparallel actin filaments, may also crosslink antiparallel titin Z-repeats. Hence Z-bands may be formed by pairs of Z-links occurring every half actin crossover repeat. This poses a serious discrepancy since the axial spacing expected for a 45-residue repetitive filamentous protein, between about 7 and 17 nm for ␣-helical and extended ␤-sheet forms, respectively, is less than the actin filament half crossover repeat of ϳ18 nm (Huxley and Brown, 1967) . Is the Z-band periodicity different from the periodicity of the actin filaments in the I-band? This important question is addressed for the first time in a structural context in the present Z-band 3D study. McGough et al. (1997) have shown that cofilin-bound actin filaments have a reduced crossover length of 27 nm.
In addition to the Z-band spacing, another parameter that has assumed prime importance is the Z-band width. For example, Gregorio et al. (1999) have proposed that titin residues 200-750, ''Z-line titin integrative residues'', span the Z-band width. In fact there is as yet no definition of Z-band width. Wide and narrow are only vague descriptions for the width, and quantitative measurements are often accompanied by large spreads. Objective measurement of the width is complicated by the fact that the Z-band in longitudinal sections presents many different views depending on the orientation of its lattice within the depth of the section. It is shown here that the integrated Z-band profiles, independent of the Z-band view, have symmetrical well-defined shapes, and the width can therefore be defined objectively in relation to the profile shape.
In humans affected by congenital nemaline myopathy, abnormally wide Z-bands (Z-crystals, nemaline bodies) occur, extending over several micrometres (Yamaguchi et al., 1978; Morris et al., 1990) . The nemaline Z-crystals are formed over antiparallel overlapping actin filaments and their axial repeat is about 38 nm, like the underlying actin filaments (Morris et al., 1990) . Yamaguchi et al. (1983) have shown that nemaline-type bodies are formed in tenotomised muscle and in muscle treated with neostigmine methyl sulphate. Nemaline-type bodies also occur if normal Z-band components are disrupted. For example Schultheiss et al. (1992) found that ␣-actinin lacking the C-terminus domain in transfected myogenic cells led to Z-band misassembly and the production of nemaline bodies. This shows that the study of normal muscle Z-bands is important in order to understand the constraints imposed by the different Z-band components during assembly.
To analyse the 3D structure of the plaice fin muscle Z-band, new methods had to be devised, as previous 3D reconstruction methods were not suitable. For example, since the simple Z-band in fish body muscle is narrow (Ͻϳ50 nm), it was possible to successfully use the tilt-series reconstruction method of Amos et al. (1982) to study the structure from transverse sections (Luther, 1991) . The same method was used for 3D reconstruction of the insect flight muscle Z-band from a 50-nm-thick section (Cheng and Deatherage, 1989) . In tomographic reconstructions, observed structural features are not averaged, as in a recent slow-muscle Z-band reconstruction (Schroeter et al., 1996) . Since fine detail in biological images is invariably noisy, it is important to take advantage of the order present in a sample by using Fourier methods to obtain a mean 3D image. Therefore, sample preparation to achieve the best order possible is of the utmost importance. In order to obtain the best ordered Z-band regions for the analysis, improved methods of muscle processing, involving rapid freezing and freeze substitution, were used. The novel 3D reconstruction method devised here for precisely selected longitudinal section views is the first Fourier 3D reconstruction of a multilevel normal Z-band. It is expected that these new methods will benefit the 3D study of other ordered filamentous assemblies.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Preparation and Electron Microscopy
The sample preparation for plaice fin muscle Z-band was described in detail in the previous study on its symmetry (Luther, 1995) and is only briefly described here. Plaice fin muscle was dissected in Ringers solution and permeablised with 1% Triton. After infiltrating with 34% sucrose, a small fibre bundle was excised and mounted on custom-made plunge forks. The fibres were rapidly frozen by fast propulsion into a bath of liquified propane/ethane. The fibres were then freeze-substituted in dried acetone at Ϫ75°C for 5 days and allowed to warm up to Ϫ30°C. They were fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide in acetone for 12 h at Ϫ30°C and then for 1 h at room temperature. After rinsing in acetone, the fibres were immersed in 2% uranyl acetate in ethanol and then in propylene oxide, infiltrated in Araldite, and finally embedded in Araldite. Gold sections of thickness ϳ100 nm were cut on an RMC MT7 ultramicrotome and stained with 2% uranyl acetate and Reynold's lead citrate. The sections were viewed in a JEOL 1200 electron microscope using a rotation/tilt specimen holder and micrographs were recorded at 20 000ϫ magnification.
Z-band Profiles
The electron micrographs were digitised on a Joyce-Loebl Scandig 3 densitometer at 25-µm step size. To measure the mean width of the plaice fin muscle Z-band, 10 different Z-band regions that were at least 10 lateral repeats wide within the longitudinal sections were selected. The Z-band regions were selected by eye for their straightness and no further straightening was done. The selection, rotation and integration parallel to the Z-band was done using the program Scion Image (release beta 3b, http://www.scioncorp.com). The Z-band axial centre was found from the highly symmetric profiles by fitting a single Gaussian using the software Peakfit Version 4.0 for Win32 (Jandel Scientific Software).
3D Reconstruction Method
A novel method for 3D reconstruction was employed in this study which allowed a precise width of the Z-band located about its centre to be selected. In this method, data from a transverse section and a set of longitudinal views are merged. The method is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Figure 1a is a schematic 3D view of a Z-band LS, 2 with view direction along y. Such a section would show the 10 projection (or view), using the views nomenclature adopted in Luther (1991) (i.e., a Fourier transform of this projection will contain the 10 reflection). The Fourier transform of this projection is a central slice through the 3D Fourier transform, labelled [10] in Fig. 1b . When the section is tilted about Z (the myofibril direction) by 45°, the 11 lattice projection is obtained and its Fourier transform gives the 11 plane of the 3D transform. Tilting by Ϫ45°gives the 1-1 projection. As depicted in Fig. 1a , if the untilted section shows the 10 view, the 01 view cannot be obtained by tilting because it is beyond the Ϯ60°tilt range of the electron microscope goniometer used in this work. Hence a new Z-band from the same section but in the 11 or 01 orientation must be found, and a new set of tilt images must be recorded for the principal lattice views. By comparing similar features in the common views, the 01 view can be included correctly. For the reconstruction described here, the 10, 11, and 01 views were derived from one Z-band tilt series and the 1-1 from another Z-band.
Note that the actual angular separation between the different lattice views obtained by tilting a section may be different from the ideal values above. This may be due to section compression during the microtomy or shrinkage in the depth of the section during electron microscopy (Luther, 1992) . In practice, obtaining the different lattice views was a matter of knowing that one is dealing with a tetragonal lattice sample and to identify the views that appeared as the section was tilted about the myofibril axis. The most prominent lattice view is the 10 (or 01) view and this has the largest spacing. Tilting the section from this view by about 45°e ventually produces the 11 or 1-1 views. The ratio between the lattice spacing of the 10 and 11 views should be about 1:1/ͱ2.
Image Processing
Selected Z-band regions were rotated, after examining their Fourier transforms, to make the actin filaments close to the Z-band horizontal. These regions were initially generously boxed and lattice straightened in the axial direction (Henderson et al., 1986) . As before, the integrated density profiles were calculated and the Z-band centres were found. The required area was then accurately boxed to include in the axial direction a 70-nm-wide region centred at the Z-band and in the lateral direction 10 Z-band repeats.
Local software was used for displaying the images and Fourier transforms and to merge the Fourier data from the different views into a 3D transform. A common phase origin for the views was selected to lie at the profile-fitted peaks along Z, and in the X-Y plane, along the twofold axis, and at the centre of the unit cell. For calculating the 2D Fourier transforms, extraction of data, and inverse transformation, programs from the MRC image processing suite were used (Crowther et al., 1996) . The CCP4 software suite (Collaborative Computational Project, Number 4, 1994) was used to calculate the 3D inverse Fourier transform. The 3D reconstruction was studied using the program O (Jones et al., 1991) running on a Silicon Graphics Indigo2 Impact 10000.
Z-band Modelling
3D models for the structure of the plaice Z-band were made using the software DesignCAD Pro 2000 (ViaGrafix Corporation, U.S.A.) running on a PC with Windows 98. Using BasicCAD, the incorporated programming language, different features of the models could easily be tested.
RESULTS
Z-band Width
As discussed earlier, the precise width of the Z-band has very recently become a fundamental parameter for the organisation of titin in the Z-band (Gregorio et al., 1998 (Gregorio et al., , 1999 Young et al., 1998) . Actually there is as yet no precise definition of the width, probably because of the many views that the Z-band presents in longitudinal sections. Figures 2a and 2c show two example views of plaice fin muscle Z-band (identified later as the 10 and 11 views). It is not obvious how to measure a consistent width of the Z-band from such different images. The Z-band profiles of the integrated density normal to the myofibril axis, Figs. 2b and 2d, are independent of the Z-band view and suggest an objective method to measure the width. First the Z-band centre was found by fitting a single Gaussian to the Z-band part of the profile. Figure 2e shows the mean Z-band profile that was calculated by adding the profiles of 10 different Z-band regions about their centres. Figure 2f shows the central part of the mean profile after smoothing (dotted line) and its fitted Gaussian (continuous line). The shoulders marked with an asterisk occur prominently in the profiles and correspond to the dense features along the actin filaments marked by arrows in Fig. 2a . Such distinct shoulders were also observed at the edge of density plots for the Z-bands in frog sartorius muscle, mammalian heart muscle, and fish body white muscle (author's unpublished observations) and may be a common feature of vertebrate Z-bands. The Z-band width is therefore probably best defined to include these distinct shoulders. This width, the ''Z-band full-width,'' marked by vertical arrows in Figs. 2e and 2f is about 70 nm. It is also the width that was used for the 3D reconstruction described here.
The horizontal arrows shown in Figs. 2e and 2f mark the region of actin filament overlap (of 22-25 nm) in the Z-band that was identified by the 3D reconstruction. The density in this region of the profile is about 80-85% of the maximum value. We may refer to this region as the ''Z-band overlap region'' or the ''Z-band peak region.'' With regard to the Gregorio et al. (1999) terminology for the titin sequence, this region probably corresponds to their Z-line titin integrative residues. For the parts of the profile outside the overlap region, the term ''Z-band slope region'' is proposed. This region was referred to as the Z-disk comb by Gautel et al. (1996) . It will be shown later that this part is primarily due to the Z-links emanating from the terminal parts of the actin filaments.
Z-band Lattice Views
For the 3D reconstruction described here, four different lattice views of the Z-band were used that were obtained by tilting two different Z-band regions. These regions are shown in Figs. 3a-3c and 3d-3f. The three views (Figs. 3a-3c) were obtained by tilts about the myofibril axis of 47°, 0°, and Ϫ41°a nd the views were identified as the 10 (assigned arbitrarily in relation to the 01), 11, and 01. For the bout Z produces the 11 or 1-1 projection. A 90°tilt is required for the 01 view. More than one sample must be used to obtain these views because of the limited tilt range (120°) of conventional electron microscope goniometers. (b) The reciprocal space diagram. The FT of the 10 view gives the [10] slice of the 3D FT. When the section is tilted about Z to view down the main lattice projections, their Fourier transforms provide further slices of the 3D FT. In this study, four views, 10, 11, 01, and 1-1, were combined for the 3D reconstruction.
second Z-band, the three views, Figs. 3d-3f, were obtained by tilts of 45°, Ϫ10°, and Ϫ45°and these views were identified as the 11, 01, and 1-1 views. A cyclic permutation of three views from the order 10, 11, 01, and 1-1 was frequently observed upon tilting other Z-band regions. Observing the 11 and 1-1 views for the same Z-band region as in Figs. 3d-3f, reveals subtle distinguishing features between them. In the 11 view, the Z-band has a ''short and stocky'' appearance, while in the 1-1 view, the Z-band appears ''long and slender.'' For the 3D reconstruction described here, the four different lattice views used were those shown in Figs. 3a-3c for the 10, 11, and 01 views and Fig. 3f for the 1-1 view. The boxed regions show the approximate areas used.
To confirm further that the correct assignment was placed for the 1-1 view from the second series, cross-correlation was used to check whether The boxed areas in Figs. 3a-3c and 3f show the approximate areas that were used for the 3D reconstruction. After straightening in the axial direction, regions were selected to include precisely 10 Z-band repeats and an axial width of 70 nm centred at the Z-band. The axial dimensions were calibrated from the 14.3-nm crossbridge repeat in the A-band (data not To measure the width objectively, the proposal here is that we should first integrate digitally scanned Z-band micrographs normal to the actin filaments. (b and d) The integrated density plots aligned with the micrographs in a and c. The Z-band parts of the profiles are nearly symmetrical and the profile centres were found by fitting a Gaussian curve. The plot in (e) shows an average of 10 different Z-band regions. (f) An enlarged copy of the central 120 nm of the plot in (e), as a dotted line, after smoothing. The continuous line shows a single Gaussian fitted to this profile. The Gaussian peak defines the centre of the Z-band. A prominent feature of these plots is the shoulder marked by asterisks in (e) and (f). This corresponds to the small dense features on the actin filaments arrowed in (a). The Z-band width could be measured from the base of the profile marked a plus in (e) but this is not well defined. The proposal here is that the z-band width should be measured from just outside the dense features arrowed in (a). This width, ''the Z-band full-width,'' marked by the vertical arrows in (e) and (f), is about 70 nm. It is also the width used for the 3D reconstruction. The horizontal arrows shown in (e) and (f) mark the overlap region (ϳ23 nm) of the actin filaments determined in this work. Dimensions marked in (e) apply to (a-d).
shown) (Squire, 1981) . The bars shown in Figs. 2-4 were calibrated from this spacing. Direct measurement of the 14.3-nm spacing based on a cross-grating replica calibration gave the value ϳ13 nm. This shows that there is an axial shrinkage of the sample by ϳ9%.
The Z-band lateral spacing calculated from these views is about 21-23 nm. The value obtained by x-ray diffraction of live muscle is about 29 nm (Harford et al., 1994) . This means that there is considerable lateral shrinkage, ϳ25%, which is greater than the axial shrinkage. When the nearby A-band regions were examined, a similar amount of shrinkage was also noticed in the A-band lateral spacing when compared with the x-ray values (data not shown). Past work has shown that shrinkage of a sample can occur at many different stages during the preparation of the sample for electron microscopy (e.g., fixation, dehydration, embedding, compression during ultramicrotomy) and during the electron microscopy itself (Luther and Crowther, 1984; Luther et al., 1988; Luther, 1992; Irving and Millman, 1992) . In this work, the axial measurements are more important; hence only the axial shrinkage is corrected for.
Image Analysis
The 3D reconstruction was carried out on the Z-band regions boxed in Fig 3. Since the sections were gold in colour, they are at least 100 nm thick. Assuming a periodicity of 29 nm, the sections must contain about 3 unit cell layers in the depth. When the section is tilted to show a lattice projection, the electron microscope image is obtained by integrating over the aligned unit cells in the depth. Combining the depth integration (ϳ3 repeats) with the lateral averaging (10 lateral repeats of the Z-band), the 3D reconstruction described here is an average of at least 30 unit cells.
The Fourier synthesis images of the boxed regions are shown in Fig. 4 . The horizontal black line through the centre of the image shows the midline of the Z-band as determined by fitting a Gaussian profile to the integrated density plot. It is clear that the 10 (Fig. 4a) and 01 (Fig. 4b) views are mirror images of each other about the midline consistent with c12 symmetry identified previously (Luther, 1995) . For example, the location of the beaded density labelled D reverses between Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b . It will be shown that the beaded density is, in fact, a   FIG. 3 . The electron microscope primary lattice views of plaice fin muscle Z-band from two different regions (a-c) and (d-f). The three views (a-c) were obtained by tilts about the myofibril axis of 47°, 0°, and Ϫ41°and the views were identified as the 10, 11, and 01. For the second Z-band, the three views (d-f) were obtained by tilts of 45°, Ϫ10,°and Ϫ45°and these views were identified as the 11, 01, and 1-1 views. The boxed regions in (a-c) and (f) were used for the 3D reconstruction described here. Bar, 50 nm.
continuation of the actin filament from the opposite side of the midline. The 11 and 1-1 views (Figs. 4c and 4d) have similar overall appearances, but have important subtle differences, as discussed for Fig. 3 . The 11 view (Fig. 4c) comprises a central dense region with an axial length of 23 nm that can be described as short and stocky adjacent to short low-density regions. On the other hand the 1-1 view (Fig. 4d ) appears long and slender as are the intervening low density regions.
Figures 5a-5d show the Fourier transforms of the different Z-band lattice views in Figs. 4a-4d , respectively. For the transforms, the meridian (00) and the rowlines (10, 20, 11, etc.) are marked. Since the transforms extend to the third order in Fig. 5a and 5b, the resolution in these views is about 9.5 nm. The Fourier data for the 3D reconstruction included the meridian from the 10 view and the rowlines marked in each view. The rowlines were finely sampled at 2 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 nm Ϫ1 steps to a resolution limit of 0.12 nm Ϫ1 .
3D Reconstruction
The 3D reconstruction of plaice fin muscle Z-band is illustrated as chicken wire stereo views in Fig. 6 . These images were created using the program O (Jones et al., 1991) . The contour level was chosen to optimise connectivity. Figure 6a shows the transverse view of a 40-nm-thick slab centred in the Z-band. By stereo viewing, actin filaments are seen entering the displayed region of the map from the top (B) and bottom (A) and terminating close to the respective opposite face. The direction of the twofold axis for the c2 symmetry of this Z-band (Luther, 1995) was identified in the reconstruction and it is marked in Fig. 6a . Both symmetrised and unsymmetrised 3D maps were calculated. Application of the symmetry improved the signal-to-noise ratio but produced no systematic changes. Hence the symmetrised version is described here. Three sets of links between actin filaments of opposite polarity are observed within the depth of the slab. A prominent   FIG. 4 . Fourier synthesis images of the boxed regions shown in Fig. 3 . The centre of the Z-band (midline) is marked with a black line. The 10 (a) and 01 (b) views are mirror images of each other about the midline. This can be noticed in the zigzag connections and the strong beaded density (D) that occur on either side of the midline. The 3D reconstruction will show that the beaded density is in fact a continuation of the respective actin filament. The 11 (c) and 1-1 (d) views have quite distinct appearances: the former has a dense central region (''short and stocky'') and the 1-1 has long slender profiles around the actin filaments. Bar, 20 nm. set of links occurs in the centre of the Z-band (e.g., Z0). Two sets of symmetry-related links occur near the upper and lower surfaces of the slab (e.g., Z1 and Z1Ј). The hand of the links can be identified from this figure. When viewed from the A-band towards the Z-band centre, the Z-links have a right-hand twist.
The following convention is proposed for labelling the Z-band links. The set of links at the centre of the Z-band is labelled Z0. The next set of links would be located at half the actin crossover repeat on either side of the centre. One set is labelled Z1 and the other one is labelled Z1Ј. For completeness it is noted that at each level, there may be a second link at a nearly diametrically opposed site on each actin filament (in fact it would be related to the first link by the actin filament symmetry). In this case, the second member of the pair will be labelled with a subscript p, e.g., Z0 p . In Fig. 6a only one member (Z0) is present. However, both members were observed in a second 3D reconstruction (data not shown).
To understand the 3D reconstruction of the Z-band in longitudinal view, careful selection of the view angle and displayed region of the map is required, since the actin filaments from the adjoining sarcomeres are offset by half a unit cell. The cross-section in Fig. 6b shows the exact location and thickness of the areas depicted in the stereo LS views in Figs 6c-6f. For example, the pair of lines parallel to the X-axis for the 10 view shows that the region includes half-sliced actin filaments, the set A originating from the lower sarcomere and the set B originating from the upper sarcomere (see Fig. 6c ). The labelled axes are located in the centre of the Z-band.
The LS views in Figs. 6c-6f are organised as bands of three images, in which the first two form stereo pairs. The third image is a copy of the respective Fourier synthesis image from Fig. 4 , half of which is superimposed on the 3D reconstruction image. In these LS views, we can clearly observe the actin filaments from adjacent sarcomeres within the Zband and that they overlap by about 23 nm. We can now examine the raw electron micrographs in Figs. 2a and 2c and their integrated profiles for the effect of the actin filament overlap. The horizontal arrows near the top of the mean profile in Fig. 2e mark a 23-nm width. In Fig. 2c , which is in fact a 11 view, the dense part in the Z-band is close to this width. We can see from the LS views of the 10 and 01 (Figs 6c  and 6d ) that the beaded density is in fact a continuation of the actin filament on the other side of the midline.
The central link marked Z0 and the outer layers of links marked Z1 and Z1Ј in the TS view in Fig. 6a can be identified in the LS views and are labelled in Figs. 6c and 6d. In the 11 view (Fig. 6e) , the central links Z0 run normal to the plane and therefore contribute strongly to the central density. This explains the dense short and stocky region in the Fourier synthesis image. The top and bottom halves of this view are mirror-related. In the 1-1 view, the outer links, Z1 and Z1Ј, run normal to the plane. This results in a longer dense region exactly as observed. The twofold axis is in the centre between the filaments as shown in Fig. 6f .
The distance of the Z1 and Z1Ј links from the centre of the Z-band is about 14 nm. To relate the structure found in these images to the strongly conserved 45-residue titin repeat in the Z-band (Gautel et al., 1996) , the important parameter to measure is the separation of the origins of the links on a single filament. One origin is close to the filament terminus. The origin of the Z1 link on the A filament in Fig. 6c is less well defined. The separation of the origins between the terminal link and the Z1 link is about 26 to 31 nm. Hence the separation between two successive links is about 13 to 16 nm.
In this reconstruction the dense feature along the actin filament at about 28 nm from the Z-band centre that was noticed in Fig. 2a and also inferred from the integrated profiles (Fig. 2e) is not visualised. In a second 3D reconstruction of the plaice Z-band (data not shown), density at this location was observed as a weak feature and appeared to link the actin filaments of the same polarity. This is reminiscent of the polar links observed in fish simple Z-band (Luther, 1991) that join actin filaments from the same sarcomere at the Z-band periphery.
Modelling the Plaice Fin Muscle Z-band
A simple 3D model for the plaice Z-band comprising three levels of Z-links was made in order to aid in interpreting the 3D reconstruction. The model is illustrated in the TS stereo view in Fig. 7a and LS stereo views in Figs. 7b-7e. In the model, actin filaments are represented as cylinders of 8 nm diameter placed on a 29-nm centred lattice, with a 25-nm overlap between opposite sets of actin filaments. The paths of the Z-filaments follow a simple 1 ⁄4 turn of a spiral that runs from the centres of the actin filaments, with a rise of 16 nm. The Z-filaments are drawn to follow the 28/13 symmetry of the actin filament; i.e., there are 28 actin subunits in 13 turns of the genetic helix (Miller and Tregear, 1972) . In this case the genetic helix for the actin filament has a rise of 2.7 nm per monomer and a rotation of 167°a round the filament. With this symmetry, equivalent sites on the actin filament occur every 7 residues that are exactly 90°around the filament. Morris et al. (1990) first used this symmetry to model the Z-band structure in nemaline Z-bands. Recent unpublished results by Morris have confirmed that this is the correct symmetry for the nemaline Z-band. If the actin filament has a different twist within the Zband like, for example, found in cofilin-bound actin filaments by McGough et al. (1997) , corresponding approximately to 20/13 symmetry, the same arguments would apply for the modelling, with a shorter half-crossover length of 13.5 nm.
The LS views shown in Fig 7 are (Fig. 7b) 10, (Fig.  7c) 01, (Fig. 7d) 11, and (Fig. 7e) 1-1 . In each view the centres of the three Z-link levels, Z1Ј, Z0, and Z1, are marked. The model shows that the linking material that is prominent in Z-band electron micrographs is due to those parts that run nearly normal to the section or if two links overlap or are quite close together. A link running in the plane of the section does not have enough density to be visualised against the dense features like actin filaments. For example, in the 10 and 01 views in Figs. 7b and 7c , respectively, about half of each Z-link runs in the plane of the page (single arrow in Fig. 7b ). This part is weak and may not be visualised in the electron micrographs of the Z-band. The other half of the Z-link runs nearly normal to the page (double arrows in Fig. 7b ) and contributes strongly to the observed density. For example, this leads to the beaded density at the terminus of the red filaments in Fig. 7b .
To compare the model with the 3D reconstruction, the third panel in Figs. 7b-7e shows the model views superimposed over the respective 3D reconstruction views. In the 10 view shown in Fig. 7b , the Z0 and Z1 link layers are quite close, compared to the much larger separation of the Z0 and Z1Ј links. Hence the Z0 and Z1 links together could produce the zigzag appearance.
Figures 7d and 7e show that the model accounts for the 11 and 1-1 views especially well. In Fig. 7d the Z0 links run nearly normal to the page and therefore strongly contribute to the density along the actin filament. This produces the short and stocky central region of the 11 view and the short lowdensity adjacent regions. The Z1 and Z1Ј links also appear to be resolved in the Fourier synthesis image in Fig. 4c . Figure 7f for the 1-1 view is consistent with the appearance of long and slender actin filament shafts in Fig. 4d and the long low-density space between them. In this view, there is excellent agreement for the central Z0 links in the proposed model and the 3D reconstruction.
DISCUSSION
The vital functions of striated muscle Z-band are myofibril assembly, actin filament organisation, and mechanical transmission of tension between sarcomeres. Great strides made in recent years in our understanding of the internal components of different types of vertebrate Z-bands by sequence analysis and immunolabelling have shown that the primary structure corresponds remarkably to the width of the Z-bands in different muscle and tissue types. The prediction from these studies is that there are only a few different types of Z-bands, ranging from wide cardiac and slow skeletal muscle Z-bands to narrow fast muscle Z-bands (Gautel et al., 1996; Sorimachi et al., 1997) . What is needed now is 3D structural data for each of these different Z-bands in order to correlate structure with the internal composition. The 3D structure of the narrow Z-band in fish body white muscle, that was found to comprise a two-level Z-band, represents a start on this mission (Luther, 1991) . In a forthcoming work (Barry et al., 2000) , we have found that the structure of bovine slow muscle Z-band can be interpreted as a six-level Z-band. Here the 3D structure of a three-level Z-band found in flatfish fin muscle has been elucidated and the implications for the structure found are discussed.
Summary of 3D Structure
The 3D reconstruction of the plaice fin muscle Z-band shows that actin filaments from adjacent sarcomeres overlap by about 22-25 nm in the Zband. The reconstruction shows that the Z-band comprises three levels of Z-links between actin filaments of opposite polarity. The origins of the links along a single actin filament are separated by about 13-16 nm. One pair of links is located at the centre of the Z-band, termed the Z0 links here. Orthogonal to the central pair, there also appear to be pairs of links emanating from nearly the end of each actin filament, the Z1 and Z1Ј links. Links between actin filaments of like polarity, the so-called polar links in the simple Z-band in fish body muscle (Luther, 1991) , were seen in a second 3D reconstruction of the plaice fin muscle Z-band as a weak link ϳ28 nm from the Z-band centre.
Z-band Width and Axial Structure
A precise measure of the Z-band width is required in order to relate the recently discovered novel features of titin sequences and interactions (Young et al., 1998) to the axial structure found in different types of muscles and fibres. The Z-band width is defined quantitatively for the first time in this work. By examining the integrated Z-band profiles, which typically are symmetrical about the Z-disc centre, three different parameters can be defined. The Zband overlap region is the central high-density (Ͼ80% of the profile peak) region where the actin filaments were identified to overlap in the 3D reconstruction. Prominent shoulders are observed at the periphery of the profiles in this muscle and other skeletal and cardiac muscles (author's unpublished observations). The Z-band full-width is defined as the region that fully includes the Z-band profile shoulders.
Outside the overlap region on each side are the slope regions that are primarily due to the angled flanking Z-links. The slope region may be of constant width in all muscles while it is likely that the width of the overlap region varies with fibre type. For plaice fin muscle Z-band the width of these regions are overlap, 23-25 nm; the Z-band full-width, ϳ70 nm; and the slope region, ϳ24 nm.
In the study by Young et al. (1998) on titin interactions in the Z-disc of a mammalian slow red muscle, M. longissimus dorsi, the Z-band width stated as 60-70 nm is most likely the overlap width as defined here. They reported that titin filaments from the adjacent sarcomeres also overlap by the same amount.
The scheme for the Z-disc axial structure proposed by Gregorio et al. (1999) (their Fig. 3 ) does not map so well with the axial structure found here. In their scheme, the Z-repeats for each titin filament lie in the sarcomeric half of the Z-band. Hence in their scheme, the separation of equivalent Z-repeats on antiparallel titin filaments is too large to allow the 35-nm-long ␣-actinin to bind to them.
In the recent study by Young et al. (1998) the assignment of Z-filaments (zigzag links here) to Z-disc structure and titin sequence needs comment. They state that the number of Z-filaments may correspond to twice the number of Z-repeats of titin. From the results obtained here and previously (Luther, 1991) , it cannot be emphasised enough that direct interpretation of the internal structure from individual electron micrographs must be done with caution. The visibility of a zigzag link depends on the orientation of the Z-band lattice within the section. For example in the simple Z-band in fish body muscle (Luther, 1991) , the zigzag links are only seen in the 10 view. In the 01 view the Z-band resembles overlapping spikes and there are no zigzag links. The Z-band modelling here shows that in certain orientations of the Z-band (the 10 and 01 views), two successive Z-links appear to run close together in projection and they form a single zigzag link. A third link on its own does not produce a zigzag link. For example, three Z-link levels as found here only show one zigzag link. Hence we cannot relate directly the number of zigzag links observed to the number of titin Z-repeats. The conclusion is that 3D reconstruction is required to determine the number of Z-link levels. It is probably the Z-link levels that correspond exactly to the number of titin Z-repeats.
It is noteworthy that the slope regions have substantial density compared to the I-band region (see Fig. 2 ). The 3D map and the modelling here shows that in this region there is only one set of actin filaments and one set of Z-links emanating from the edge of the overlap region. The increasing density from the I-band to the Z-band overlap region suggests that there must be other proteins or large Each Z-link has been simplified to a 1 ⁄4 turn of a spiral that connects two oppositely oriented actin filaments with a rise of 16 nm. The links follow the actin filament symmetry of 28/13 (28 subunits in 13 turns of the genetic helix). This requires a rise of 2.7 nm and a rotation of 167°per actin monomer. The 167°rotation per monomer has been applied to determine the origin of the next level of link (i.e., Z1Ј, Z0, Z1). However, the two links at one level, e.g., Z0 and Z0 p , have been placed at diametrically opposed origins rather that 167°apart for ease of the modelling. There are three layers of Z-links, separated by half the actin crossover repeat. The outer two links, called Z1 and Z1Ј, are equivalent and one end of each originates from the terminal part of the actin filaments. The central link, labelled Z0, is orthogonal to the outer pair. The LS views of the model shown are: (b) 10, (c) 01, (d) 11, and (e) 1-1. The third image in each band is an overlay of the model and the corresponding 3D reconstruction view from Fig. 6 . It is proposed that the zigzag appearance is formed by two layers of links appearing closer together, e.g., Z0 and Z1 in (b) and Z0 and Z1Ј in (c) . The beaded density in the 10 and 01 views occurs because the relevant link has a greater component in the depth of the projection. The model shows that the ''short and stocky'' appearance of the 11 view in electron micrographs (Fig. 4c) is due to the Z0 links running normal to the section. In the orthogonal view the Z0 links are expected to run in the plane of the section and exactly this is observed in the model in (e). domains present. Young et al. (1998) have found that the outermost ␣-actinins have a second binding site for titin that is located on the central spectrin-like rod-domains. These links are at the right axial position to contribute to the prominent shoulders observed on the profiles.
Z-band Architecture in Relation to Actin Filament Symmetry
The distinctive features of the vertebrate Z-bands are the zigzag links between antiparallel actin filaments that are probably composed of ␣-actinin (Chowrashi and Pepe, 1982; Yamaguchi et al., 1983) . ␣-Actinin is a rod-shaped antiparallel homodimer of length about 35 nm (reviewed in Blanchard et al., 1989) . Each monomer has an N-terminal actin-binding region, a C-terminal titin-binding region, and four central spectrin-like domains (Young et al., 1998) . Young et al. (1998) have proposed that each end of ␣-actinin can bind both antiparallel actin and titin filaments. Since ␣-actinin binds to specific sites on F-actin (McGough et al., 1994) and also binds parallel actin filaments to produce 2D rafts (Taylor and Taylor, 1994) , clearly the architecture of the Z-band must be based on the symmetry of the underlying actin filaments.
The dual-stranded actin filament helix can also be regarded as a single-stranded helix (genetic helix) defined by a particular monomer increment and rotation. Actin filaments are highly inextensible and have a fixed monomer increment of 27.5 Å (reviewed in Egelman, 1997) . However, the twist angle can vary and this gives rise to different actin filament symmetries with different helical crossover lengths (Egelman, 1997) . In vertebrate skeletal muscle the crossover lengths range 36-37 nm, corresponding to a helical symmetry of between 28/13 and 13/6 (Huxley and Brown, 1967) . For the Z-band modelling here, the 28/13 actin filament symmetry assumed is particularly apt for the Z-band tetragonal lattice, as equivalent sites occur along the actin filament every half-crossover length (of 19 nm) and rotated by 90° ( Morris et al., 1990) .
As mentioned in the Introduction, Gautel et al. (1996) discovered 45-residue repetitive domains in the titin N-terminal region located at the Z-band that are differentially expressed to produce different copy numbers in different muscle and fibre types. The domain length associated with such a repeat has a maximum length of 17 nm for a ␤-sheet secondary structure and would be less if there is a mixed ␣ and ␤ form. In addition to binding actin, ␣-actinin may also bind to some or all the titin repeats (Young et al., 1998; Ohtsuka et al., 1997) . In this work the origins of the Z-links along a single filament were estimated to be separated by 15-16 nm. Is the actin filament symmetry different in the Z-band compared to that in the I-band? McGough et al. (1997) have shown that cofilin-bound actin filaments have a reduced crossover length of 27 nm with an approximate 20/13 symmetry. Like the 28/13 symmetry used for the modelling, 20/13 symmetry also presents equivalent actin sites at the half-crossover length (13.5 nm) that are rotated by 90°. In the nemaline Z-bands, 28/13 symmetry has been confirmed by Morris (unpublished results) . However, it is now clear that nemaline bodies can result from aberrant constituent proteins as found in patients with nebulin mutations (Pelin et al., 1997) and in transfected cells with ␣-actinin truncated at the carboxyl end (Schultheiss et al., 1992) . If there is a smaller repeat within the Z-band, it may be due to the combined effect of crosslinking by nebulin (Labeit and Kolmerer, 1995) , ␣-actinin, and titin. A higher resolution 3D reconstruction that includes higher order views is being carried out to confirm the actin symmetry within the Z-band.
Z-band Stacking Models for Different Width Z-bands
The Z-band model proposed here for the threelevel Z-band for plaice fin muscle can be simply modified to produce different width Z-bands that are found in different muscles and fibre types. This can be achieved by changing the number of Z-link levels and adjusting the actin filament overlap. A minimum of two Z-link levels are required for full crosslinking between the antiparallel actin filament ends from adjacent sarcomeres. This is the simple Z-disc found in fish body white muscle (Luther, 1991) . For the wider Z-bands found in slow skeletal muscle and cardiac muscle, more Z-link levels must be added with appropriate increase in actin filament overlap. If we consider a single actin filament, the origin of the first Z-link is located close to the filament terminus (barbed end). The origins of additional Z-links occur in the direction of the M-line, at half the actin crossover length and rotated by 90°. The amount of overlap for the opposite polarity actin filaments is set by the requirement that the final Z-link closest to the M-band on the selected actin filament can form a link to the terminus of the opposite polarity actin filament.
Previous Z-band stacking models were based on four Z-links emanating at a single axial level on an actin filament and the origin of the next layer located at the actin crossover length of ϳ38 nm (Goldstein et al., 1982; Yamaguchi et al., 1985) . First, as actin filaments do not have fourfold rotational symmetry, four Z-links originating at the same axial level are unlikely. Only two Z-links per level are proposed here, as observed in the current 3D map and in the simple Z-band (Luther, 1991) . Here the subsequent layer of Z-links follows the actin screw symmetry and so is orthogonal to the first layer and occurs at half the actin crossover length.
Z-band Symmetry: c2 and p12 1
An important general statement on the overall symmetry of the Z-band can be made on the basis of Z-band 3D structure found here and that found in the simple Z-band (Luther, 1991) . The symmetry axis is located at the central plane and relates one half of the Z-band to the other half. For the simple Z-band, there are two Z-link levels and the symmetry was found to be p12 1 with the twofold screw axis parallel to the b axis (Luther, 1991 ). For the threelevel Z-band found here, the symmetry was found to be c12 with the twofold rotation axis running along the diagonal of the primitive unit cell (see diagram in Luther, 1995) . From the Z-band model proposed here, it is clear that p12 1 symmetry applies to Z-bands with an even number of Z-links, and c12 symmetry applies to Z-bands with an odd number of Z-links. Therefore, the origin of the difference between the two symmetries observed is due to whether there are even or odd number of Z-link levels.
